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Over these past two centuries,
centuri e s, the interrelationship between the Irish in America
Americ a
and the Irish at home has been complex and close, and Ireland could not have
evolved into independence in the way it did without the disinterested help and
support of the Irish Am.er
ican Community.
American
and grateful for

-

We in Ireland are conscious of -

the way in which this interest and support has been maintained

even half a century c.fter
after the achievement of Irish independence.

However, the extreme complexity of the Northern Ireland problem which ever.
even
those directly involved in it
it have found
found so difficult to grapple with, has in recent
years created some
Some problen1s
problems of mutual
mutual understanding between the Irish at home
home
and the Irish ab'l'oad
abroad which it n1ust
must be the particular concern of an Irish Foreign
Minister to
to bridge.

That is why I am here
her e today.

You
You in
in the United States must be
be conscious
conscious not
not merely
merely of
of the
the enormous
enormous debt
debt
which this
this country owes to Ireland,
Ireland, through the millions
millions of Irish
Irish people
people who
who have
have
come here
here and
and helped
helped to build
build this country,
country, but
but also
also of
of the
the way
way in
in which
which Ireland's
Ireland's
development
development during
during the past
past two centuries has in
in turn
turn been
been influenced
influenced by
by the
the
United States
States through
through the
the close
close link~
links throughout
throughout this
this period
period between
between the Insh
Irish
community
community here and
and the
the Irish
Irish at
at home.
home.

The
The American
American revolution
revolution and
and the
the

construction
construction of
of the
the United
United States
States in
in the
the 19th
19th Century
century provided
provided inspiration
inspiration for
for :he
:he

22

.. Irish
oreign rule.
Irish people
people under
under iforeign
rule.

The
The :_-~,...iited
'ed States
States became
became aa symbol
symbol of
of the
the

free society
society to
to which
which Irish
Irish people
people aspired.
aspired.
free

When
When the
the Irish
Irish state
state was
was founded,the
founded,the influence
influence of
of America
America was
was evident
evident in
in aspects
aspects
of
of its
its Constitution
Constitution and
and in
in the
the kind
kind of
of society
society which
which it
it tried
tried to
to create.
create.

Thus·,
Thus,

although
although in
in the
the partitioned
partitioned Irish
Irish State
State 9•1
94 percent
percent of
of the
the population
population were
were Catholics,
Catholics,
almost
almost all
all of
of them
them practising
practising Catholics,
Catholics, the
the Constitution
Constitution of
of the
the new
new State
State was
was
founded
founded on
on the
the principle
principle of
of separation
separation of
of Church
Church and
and State
State and
and non-discrimination
non-discrimination
in religious matters
in

- contrary to
to the
the historical
historical European
European tradition.
tradition.

Moreover
Moreover

the
the ~::>nstitution
C::>nstitution also made provision for
for the
the protection
pl'otection of
of civil
oivil Liberties
Liberties from
both the executive and the legislature through
through the
the power of
of the
the Supreme Court,
Court,
have European pa1·allels.
parallels.
on the American n odel, which did not have

You are entitled to ask why Ireland, despite the lessons le~rnt
learnt from the United
States experience, has not succeeded in creating a United
united democr<.tic
democr,.tic Republic
based on religious tolerance.

Americans must find it hard to understand
und~rstand Y.J'hy
why

sectarianism has remained endemic in Northern Ireland and also why postindependence developments in the Republic tended to mark its institutions and
laws more strongly with the influence of the Roman Catholic Church, while never,
of course, discriminating in any way against the
tile Protestant minority.

A large part of the answer to this lies in the division of Ireland.

I say this not

as a propaganda statement, nor seeking to rnake
make excuses for failings both North
and South.

But the fact remains that this division had profound effects on the

Ireland have developed in the past half century, and its
way the two parts of Ireland
effects
effects have been
been unfortunate in
in both
both areas.
areas .

First, in
in Northern
Northern Ireland,
Ireland, it
it placed
placed a minority of the people
people of the island,
island, wh.,
wh·)
First,
were fearful
fearful of
of the
the effects
effects of
of being
being part
part of
of a United
United Ireland with
with a large Catholic
were
majority, in
in aa local
local majority
majority position
position in
in part
part of
of the island
island where
where they
they had power
power
majority,
to work
work out
out their
their fears
fears at
at the
the expense
expense of
of that
that part
part of
of the
the National
National majority
majority living
living
to
in
in this
this cut-off
cut-off area.
area.

This in
in turn
turn created
created aa counter-neurosis
counter-neurosis in
in the
the minds
minds of
of
This

that part
part of
of the
the Catholic
Catholic popUlation
population which
which found
found themselves
themselves in
in Northern
Northern Ireland,
Ireland,
that
excluded from
from power,
power, and
and discriminated
discriminated against
against in
in politics,
politics , housing
housing and
and
excluded
employment.
employment.
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Republic, or the n'ee
Fl·ee State
Stat e as it was known for some year
s , the
In turn in the Republic.
years.
psycholo gical consequences.
division of the island had psychological

The 1937 new

Constitution, while substituting republican
republic a n for monarchical forms,
Constitution.
forms. also
imported into the more secular Constitution of 1922,
1922. elements of Catholic
teaching in relation to such matters as divorce,
divorce. social policy,
policy. and a reference
to "the special position of the .Catholic
Catholic Church as the religion of the great
majority of the people".

Thus, on the one hand the discrimination and bigotry that afflicted the North
Thus.
made that part of the country seem alien to the religiously more tolerant
people of the Repu
Republic.
blic.

And at the same
sazne time,
time. the increasingly Catholic

colouration
colollration of the Constitution and laws of the Republic,
Republic. (natural en•)ugh
en.)ugh in itself
because of the overwhelming Roman Catholic majority that resulted from
partition),
partition). and the evidently strong influence of the Catholic Church on some
attitudes of the people with respect to matters
znatters of public policy,
policy. made the South
seem more alien to Northern Protestants than it had been when the country was
first
fir st divided.

To a certain degree,
degree. therefore,
therefore. partition tended to be self-perpetuating,
self-perpetuating.
encouraging the two part's of the island to drift apart.

At the same time,
time. British Government neglect of Northern Ireland,
Ireland. and its
failure to tackle abuses there under its sovereignty,
sovereignty. made the
the situation in that
area fester,
fester. and the sometimes not deeply considered political attitudes in the
the
Republic towards Northern Ireland,
Ireland. often expressed in terrns
terms that showed little
understanding of Northern Protestant attitudes,
attitudes. tended to increase the
the strength of
the Northern Protestant determination to remain separate from the South.

This is the background to the crisis of the
the past six
six years
years -- which itself
itself was
sparked off by the Civil Rights issue - which drew much
much of
of its
its inspiration from
from the
the
Civil Rights movement in the United States in the
the earlier
earlier part
part of
of the
the 1960's.
1960' s.
A new generation of Northern Catholics
Catholic s led by
by young
young leaders
leader s determined
determined to
to
challenge their
their second-class citizenship,
citizenship. demanded
demanded the
the Civil Rights
Rights of
of which
which
they had hitherto been deprived,
deprived. and an end
end to
to discrimination.
discrimination.

Resistance
Resistance to
to

this peaceful agitation
agitation by the
the Northern regime
regime led
led to
to violence,
violence. and
and in
in the
the crisis
crisis
of mig-August
mid-Au{!ust 1969,
1969. to urgent
urgent demands
demands by
by the
the Catholic
Catholic minority
minority for
for immediate
immediate

I
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protection
protc r. tlon by the British Government
Governmcnt and 2~ rrrny
rny from the violence that threatened
t h reaten ed
exi stence.
~e1r very existence.
flea
While this
th i s help was extended, and while

It
1t

gave a measure of protection to the

mmority for a period, the Sltuation
sltuation this created was nevertheless potentially
explos
1ve
exploslVe
Th1s
This was so, first, because of the questionable activities at certain times of the
Britlsh army which tended, in the eyes of the minority, to overshadow its role as
British
their defender.

Second, while
wh1le the minonty
minority secured the bulk of the legal reforms

demanded, the slowness of the pace of change and the apparent lack of practical
effect of the changes which were agreed to kept dissatisfaction high.

Thirdly, a new

wave of extreme
~rotestants
extrcme Republican violence both heightened tension among ?rotestants
encouraging the erne
rgence of extremist Protestant para-military
para- military groups, and
emergence
ultimately reversed the role of thc
the British army, which after a time found itself

•

facing attack from a section of the community it had been brought in :0
·: o protect
The resulting situation was made even more difficult and violent by che
the tendency
of extremists on both sides to split into different groups.

The result is that

there are now at least seven or eight Protestant para-military organisations
and four Republican groups, apart from local breakaways.

These divisions

amongst the extremists in both communities have added internecine violence
within each side to the bitter intercommunal
intercom:munal violence.

In the resulting situation opportunities for gang and mafia-type activities have
enormously increased

-

resulting in protection rackets, illegal drinking clubs

etc. , especially on the Protestant side.
etc.,

Moreover both sides have sought

within their own communities to impose their own type of discipline by terror
by murders and knee cappings.

Most recently of all there has been the large

scale development of sectarian murders, many quite indiscriminate,
indiscri:minate, emanating
initially from
fro:m the loyalists, but extensively reciprocated now by Republicans.

Thus, both communities are now terrorised,

1.

by explosions and sectarian murders from the other side, generally quite
iindiscriminate
ndiscriminate in character

2.

by protection racketeers and the imposition of discipline by violence by
para
- military elements within their own community and,
para-military

---~-

•
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most particularly in the case of Catholics
British army
them

-

harras sment by the
by harrassment

searching for Republicans carrying on a campaign against

- although this harrassment was much eased from mid-1974 onwards

Prov1sional
and has of course been much reduced during the period of the Provisional
c case- fire.
lRA cease-fire.

It is impossible to describe the effect upon life in Northern Ireland of the

bewildering proliferation of violence from so many sources which leaves everyone

feeling threatened at every moment of their lives.

This atmosphere of constant violence by which every Irish person in Northern
Ireland is constantly threatened, and from which during this year only one

group of people have been relatively free
of the Provisional IRA cease-fire

- viz.

the British army because

- has created grave difficulties ;'or
j·or politicians

seeking to find a solution to the six-year-long crisis.

On the Protestant side,

popular opinion has during the past eighteen monti
months
1 s swung towards extremism,
something like 85 percent of that Community supporting politicians adopting
"hard line
line"11 positions.
positions .

By contrast on the minority side.
side, public opinion has
ha.s

continued, as to the vast majority, to support the nmoderate
10 derate political l eaders of
the SDLP who in election after election have, together with the small middleof-the-road Alliance party, secured something like three-quarters of the
minority vote.

Rejection of violence, and support for moderate policies by
by the vast majority of
the minority is the one continuing bright spot
Spelt in
in the situation, offering hope for
an eventual political solution.
solution .

The
The primary concern of Irish Government
Government policy has
has to
to be the
the security of lives
lives
in Northern Ireland - above
above all
all those
those of the Catholic
Catholic minority, vulnerable
vulnerable in
in
East Ulster where Catholic communities are
are isolated
isolated in
in the
the midst
midst of an
an
overwhelming Protestant
Protestant majority.
majority .

This
This is
is necessarily
necessarily the major
major determinant
determinant

of Irish
Irish Government
Government policy and
and all
all other considerations
considerations have
have to
to take
take aa second
second
place
place in
in the
the short
short run.

From
From what
what II have
have said
said you
you will
will see
see that
that the
the natu:re
natu:re of
of the
the problem,
problem. as
as seen
seen in
in

•
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Ireland, has changed over the years.

The aspiration to a United Ireland

remains unchanged but the minority in Northern Ireland do not see this as an
immediate solution or aim of policy in view of the possible consequences for
pur sue thi~
thifl in the short run.
them of any attempt to pursue

The same is true of

opinion in the Republic which throughout remains very close to that of the
bulk of the minority in Northern Ireland for whom the sympathy of the people
in the Republic is intense.

The immediate
im.mediate aim of policy is and has to be to find a way in which the people
of Northern Ireland can live together in peace and join together in common
institutions and in the Government of the area on a basis that excludes
disclimination
discrimination and second class citizenship from which the minority suffered for
so long.

They, and we in Republic, sec
see the need and opportunity for close cooperation
between a powersharing administration emerging in Northern Ireland and the
power-sharing
Government in the Republic.

We naturally hope that from such cooperation

in time will come the realisation by a majority in Northern Ireland of the
common interests of North and South, and the advantage to both of common
institutions.

But we must also recognise at this stage the strength of current

Protestant opinion in Northern Ireland.

Despite the violence between extremists in the two sections of the Northern
communities, and the resultant fears and bitterness, these tragic
tragic years have
nevertheless helped both the minority in the North and the people of the Republic
Republic
to understand that a million Protestants in
in Northern Ireland are equally Irish
Irish
and must have a full say in any solution.

One by-product of this period
period has been

a weakening
weakening of the sense
Sense of identification of many
many Protestants
Protestants with
with Great
Great
Britain and a recognition that their future lies
lies in the
the corner
corner of
of this island
island in
in
which they live.

No Irish Government could contemplate or
or would
would want
want to
to contemplate
contemplate the
the
coercion of a million Protestants.
be bombed into a United Ireland.

As Cardinal
Cardinal Conway
Conway has
has said,
said, they
they cannot
cannot

•
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The problem lies

-

in the existence of a million Protestant Unionists on the island

ro] e of Britain,
- not in the role

h O\'- ever responsible Britain was for the
however

initiation of partition and for the history of the earlier centuries which have led
to the situation.

Less than two years ago at the Sunningdale
S unningdale Conference,
Conference.

the British Government for the first time agreed to support the Unity of Ireland
by consent, thus aligning itself with the .?Osition
?osition adopted by the elected
r.epresentatives of the minority in the North and of all the political parties in
representatives

the Republic.
Repu blic.

What the people of Northern Ireland need most of all now is understanding and
com.passion
compassion

- n'ot
nbt just from the RepuiJtic,
Republic, not just from British Government

and people but also from those outside Britain and Ireland and above all, from
the Irish Conununity
Community overseas.
overseas .

1 October 197
5
1975

